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The latest reason making stock investors nervous: an “inverted” yield curve. Usually, the yield on longer-term 

bonds is higher than that of shorter-term bills, i.e., bond investors anticipate inflation in the future and want to 

be compensated for it. But if bond investors don’t foresee inflation down-the-road, it suggests they think a 

period of slow growth is on the horizon, possibly even a recession. When this happens, yields on shorter-term 

debt equal or even exceed the yield on longer-term debt. In fact, the last seven recessions in the United States 

have been preceded by an “inverted” yield curve, i.e., the 2-year note yield exceeding the 10-year note yield. 

As of last Wednesday (8/14/19), the 2-year note yield (1.58%) was nearly equal to the yield on the 10-year note 

(1.59%) (source: Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland).  

The U.S. Treasury Department has auctioned off 30-year government bonds since 1977. The lowest yield ever on 

our nation’s 30-year paper until last week was 2.10% on 7/08/16. But when risk aversion becomes the theme of 

stock investors, Treasury yields can plummet quickly as stock sellers become bond buyers. The 30-year Treasury 

bond yield fell to 1.98% last Thursday 8/15/19, a record low. Remarkably, the yield on the nation’s longbond 

closed calendar year 2018 at 3.02% (source: Treasury Department).  

No longer is China the largest nation creditor of the United States. Japan replaced China as the largest foreign 

holder of U.S. Treasury debt as of June 2019. Japan ($1.123 trillion) has increased its holdings by $90 billion during 

the last year while China ($1.113 trillion) has reduced its holdings by $79 billion (source: U.S Treasury 

Department).  

Notable Numbers for the Week: 

1. ALMOST THE SAME SCHEDULE - The U.S. stock and bond markets are open the same days each year except 

for two trading days when the stock market is open, but the bond market is closed – Columbus Day and 

Veterans Day (source: NYSE). 

2. UP THE COST- China has increased the tariff that it applies to imports coming into its country from the U.S.A. by 

an average of 12.4 percentage points since May 2018 (source: Peterson Institute).  

3. TWO-THIRDS - 64% of working Americans are active participants in a defined contribution plan (e.g., 401(k) 

plan) or a defined benefit pension plan, or their spouse is an active participant in a pre-tax retirement plan. This 

study was released on 8/05/19 (source: Investment Company Institute).  

4. BROKE BOOMERS- 12.2% of individual bankruptcy filers were at least age 65 in 2016, i.e., 1 out of every 8 

bankruptcies. 2.1% of individual bankruptcy filers were at least age 65 in 1991, i.e., 1 out of every 48 

bankruptcies (source: “Graying of U.S. Bankruptcy: Fallout from Life in a Risk Society). 
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This material does not constitute a recommendation to engage in or refrain from a particular course of action. The information within has 

not been tailored for any individual. The opinions expressed herein are those of Michael A. Higley as of the date of writing and are subject 

to change. MML Investors Services, LLC (MMLIS) provides this article for informational purposes, and does not make any representations as 

to the accuracy or effectiveness of its content or recommendations. Mr. Higley is not an employee of MMLIS and any comments, opinions 

or facts listed are those of Mr. Higley. 

This commentary is brought to you courtesy of MML Investors Services, LLC (Member SIPC). Past performance isn’t indicative of future 

performance. An index is unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. Material discussed is meant for informational purposes 

only and it is not to be construed as specific tax, legal, or investment advice. Although the information has been gathered from sources 

believed to be reliable, it is not guaranteed. Please note that individual situations can vary therefore, the information should be relied upon 

when coordinated with individual professional advice. Clients must rely upon his or her own professional advisor before making decisions 

with respect to these matters.  

This e-mail may include forward-looking statements that are subject to certain risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance, or 

achievements may differ materially from those expressed or implied.            CRN202108-252491 

 

 


